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- **RBW: A BitWarden CLI That Is Actually Useful** [3]
  
  The official Bitwarden CLI client is frankly terrible so someone decided to make a 3rd party Bitwarden client that actually has a sensible interface while it's not perfect I still think it's much better than the alternative.

- **My First Look At Fedora 34 (and GNOME 40)** [4]
  
  Fedora 34 is officially here. And being that Fedora is such an important Linux distribution, I just have to take a look at it. Also, Fedora ships with GNOME 40 by default, so this will also be my first look at GNOME 40.

- **THIS TABLET RUNS LINUX?! Microsoft Won't buy Discord, and GUI Linux apps on Windows - Linux News** [5]
  
  This time, we have the release of Ubuntu 21.04, graphical linux apps on windows, Discord refusing to be bought by Microsoft, and a good looking potential new Linux tablet.